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Results
When comparing figure 1 and figure 2 results to the strain history, it is

evident that the non-swimming phenotype starts with the DchpC reporter

strain and is passed down to strains generated using DchpC reporter. There

is a second independent DchpC reporter strain that originated from the same

deletion process and it also has the non-swimming phenotype. The reporter

strains differ from non-reporters because there is a lacZ gene integrated

after the lac promoter to monitor intracellular levels of cAMP. These strains

were made for a different series of experiments.

Evidence from the swimming assays and strain history beg the question

about whether a secondary mutation that impacts swimming motility

occurred and has been passed down or if there is a molecular interaction

between the Che systems and Chp system that causes lack of swimming.

Since the DchpC reporter did not regain swimming motility after

complementation, a secondary mutation had to be ruled out. To determine if

there is a possible secondary mutation, we independently generated 3 new

DchpC reporter strains to determine if the non-swimming phenotype appears

in the newly generated reporter strains or not. If all of the new DchpC

reporter strains display inability to swim, then that would suggest there is an

interaction between the Che systems and Chp system worth looking into. If

the DchpC reporter strains are able to swim, then that would suggest that the

previous DchpC reporter with the non-swimming phenotype should be

sequenced to determine if there is a Che system mutation.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a gram-negative bacterium capable of

maintaining high levels of antibiotic resistance. This bacterium has the

ability to cause infection in a variety of hosts including plants, insects,

animals, and humans. It commonly causes chronic lung infections in cystic

fibrosis patients and urinary tract infections in patients using a catheter. P.

aeruginosa can sense its environment with 4 different chemosensory

pathways that allow it to respond to extracellular cues. These

chemosensory systems control swimming motility, type IV pili synthesis

and twitching motility, virulence gene expression, and biofilm formation.

The Wsp cluster is involved in biofilm formation, while the cheVR cluster

is involved with the Che system to turn on virulence genes. Chp and

Che/Che2 systems in P. aeruginosa allow for motility depending on the

medium that the bacteria are located in. Flagellar-based swimming motility

is controlled by the Che systems and used in aqueous environments. For

surface-based movement, twitching motility depends on type IV pili

controlled by the Chp system.

The Che system in P. aeruginosa has multiple methyl-accepting

chemotaxis proteins (MCPs), one adaptor and one histidine kinase. The

MCP receives a signal from the environment which causes

autophosphorylation of the histidine kinase. The phosphate is then

transferred to CheY, the response regulator, which leads to a change in the

direction of flagellar rotation. When the flagellum’s rotation switches the

cell will randomly change direction. This system allows the cell to

ultimately move towards attractants and away from repellents.

ChpC is one of two adaptor proteins in the Chp system that connects

the chemosensory system’s MCP to the histidine kinase. The activation of

this system leads to the phosphorylation of one of two response regulators.

These response regulators (PilG and PilH) modulate the activity of two

ATPases (PilB and PilT). PilB provides the energy for pilus extension, and

PilT provides the energy for pilus retraction. The extension and retraction

of the type IV pili allow P. aeruginosa to move across surfaces.

Currently there is no published data showing interaction between the

Chp and Che systems, so it is critical that we determine if ChpC is truly

impacting flagellum formation/function or if there is a different reason that

our chpC mutants have lost their ability to swim.

DiscussionAbstract
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is an opportunistic pathogen that is able to live

in a wide range of environments. The capacity to live in this breadth of

habitats is aided by its swimming motility mediated by a single

flagellum and its twitching motility mediated by Type IV pili (TFP).

These motility structures are controlled by chemosensory systems that

allow bacteria to respond to their outside environment. The Chp system

is the chemosensory system in P. aeruginosa that controls TFP mediated

twitching motility and regulates intracellular levels of adenosine 3’, 5’-

cyclic monophosphate (cAMP). This system allows response to the cell’s

outside environment based on communication with methyl-accepting

chemotaxis proteins (MCPs). ChpC is an adaptor protein involved in

twitching motility environmental response. ChpC connects with the

MCP and is a homolog of CheW protein (found in Escherichia coli’s

flagella chemotaxis system). Deletion of chpC (ΔchpC) is known to

reduce twitching motility responses to environmental signals but was not

expected to have an effect on swimming motility. However, recent

studies in our lab have unexpectedly shown that ΔchpC might be

affecting flagellum formation and function. I have verified this

phenotype by testing a lineage of our strains to determine when this

altered phenotype first occurred. I generated a fresh chpC deletion to

determine if this deletion is truly responsible for loss of flagellation

biogenesis and/or function, resulting in swimming motility flaws. If

ΔchpC is responsible, complementation of chpC should restore

swimming motility. Understanding the relationship between chpC and

swimming capability can either confirm or deny relations between

twitching and swimming motility systems in P. aeruginosa, leading to

better understanding of the Chp system and regulation of different

motility systems.
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Figure 1: Deletion of DchpC in the reporter strains results in a

loss of swimming. The DchpC reporter containing the empty

vector and the DchpC reporter expressing chpC display a lack of

swimming motility similar to the negative control

(fliC::tn+vector). The non-reporter strains (DchpC+vector and

DchpC complemented) display swimming motility on par with the

wildtype strain (WT reporter+vector).

Figure 2: The loss of swimming motility in DchpC reporter strains is

independent of the vector. Similar to the results seen in Figure 1, the

DchpC reporter displays a lack of swimming motility similar to the

negative control (fliC::tn). The DchpC strain swims on par with the

wildtype strains (WT and WT reporter). These results demonstrate that

the loss of swimming motility is inherent to the strain, and not

attributable to the vector.

Figure 3: Strain history and swimming phenotypes. The

DchpC reporter is the first strain that began to display lack of

swimming motility. The strains generated from DchpC reporter

are also unable to swim, but the strain used to generate DchpC

reporter retain swimming motility.
Figure 4: Confirmation of chpC gene deletion using PCR and Gel

Electrophoresis. PCR products (amplified from chp region of the

genome) were separated through gel electrophoresis to screen for

mutants. A 1kb ladder was used to measure the resulting amplified

regions. The WT strain was used as a positive control and measures

about 2.5Kb. The mutant strains containing DchpC are slightly smaller

at about 2Kb, due to the loss of chpC (~500bp). The negative control

did not contain a DNA sample and does not have a resulting band. The

PCR products result from reactions on individual colonies.
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Now that we have developed 3 new strains with the chpC deletion to replace

the previously generated deletion strains, the next step is to determine if any

of them can to swim. The swimming assays for the newly generated strains

were delayed due to COVID-19.

If they are unable to swim, it is important for us to test why they cannot

swim. Do they lack a flagellum? This would be determined by shearing the

outer proteins from the bacterial cells and separating the isolated proteins on

an SDS-PAGE to check for the presence or absence of the flagellar subunits

(flagellin). If they have a flagellum, is it functioning improperly? Using

microscopy techniques, we can determine if the bacteria are able to swim,

but unable to change direction. If they are able to swim but cannot change

direction, then they would run into agar and become immobilized in plate-

based swimming assays. Observing swimming under a microscope would

give a more detailed version of what is happening.

If the newly generated chpC mutants can swim, what caused the previous

deletions to be unable to swim? This could be from an independent and

unintentional mutation acquired in the previous strain. If so, are the

mutation(s) affecting only the Che/Che2 systems or are they having

additional influence on the Chp system? Could the mutation(s) have an

effect on virulence and biofilm formation in addition to the twitching

motility and swimming motility effects that we have studied? There are

several more parts of this story to be studied and every experiment can bring

us closer to a conclusion.
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